
2295 Spartan Stunt Scooter 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE 

WARNING 

 

PRECAUTIONS: 

Like any other moving products, scooter riding can be a hazardous activity and it is possible 

To get into dangeorus situations. Be sure to read the entire manual before riding. In particular,  

pay attention tot he following notices. 

1. Always war proper protective equipment, such as an EN 1078 approved helmet, elbow 

Pads, knee pads, long sleeve shirt, gloves, long pants. Always wear a helmet when riding 

your scooter and keep the chinstrap securely buckled. 

2. Always wear fully enclosed shoes, making sure they are done up properly before riding. 

You must not ride barefoot or in sandals. 

3. DO NOT ride the scooter only on flat and level ground. DO NOT use the scooter on wet and  

Uneven ground with rocks or gravel. In addition, DO NOT use the scooter at dusk or night 

Or in wet or icy conditions. 

4. DO NOT ride the scooter with only one hand but with both hands. You must hold on tot he 

handlebar with two hands tightly. 

5. DO NOT make a short or sharp turn when riding the scooter, and DO NOT lay your body on 

The handlebar when making a lurn, as the handlebar oft he scooter can twist, and may 

cause loss of control. 

6. DO NOT ride the scooter on slippery or wet ground, as PU wheels can slip out of control. 

Avoid streets and surfaces with water, sand, gravel, dirt, leaves, and other debris. Wet 

Weather impairs traction, braking and visibility. 

7. DO NOT ride the scooter on steep slopes, as it can damage the unit or cause brake failure. 

Riders must be careful when passing such areas. Avoid excessive speeds associated with 

downhill rides. 

8. Avoid sharp bumps, drainage grates, and sudden surface changes. Scooter may sud- 

Denly stop. 

9. The scooter is not designed for off-road use and not recommended for stunting. 

10. Press the brake pedal to ensure the brake is functioning before use. The brake pedal may 

Be hot after continuous use. DO NOT touch after braking as it may cause harm. 

11. Turn the handlebar to left and right to make sure it works properly and smoothly.  



Also check if the handlebar is fixed sturdily before riding the scooter. 

12. All children and preteens should ride with adult supervision at all times. The supervisor 

Should inspect the scooter prior to starting to use, making sure all parts are fully assem- 

Bled and tightened to prevent accidents. 

13. Always follow and obey all local traffic & scooter riding laws and regulations. Stay away 

From motor vehicles and watch out for pedestrians. 

14. DO NOT make any modifications on this Product. DO Not use any attachments that are not 

Included with the scooter. 

15. Due to the possible risk of pinching or entrapment while assembling the scooter, adults 

Must assist children in the initial assembly & adjustment procedure. Keep fingers away 

From moving parts and all locking mechanisms during assembly as to not risk pinching or 

entrapping fingers and causing injury. Make sure all components are assembled and 

secured sturdily. 

16. Injury may occur if the precautions above are not observed. 

17. Replace worn and/ or broken parts immediately. 

 

CHECK BEFORE RIDING 

 

First  of all, please make sure the brakes function properly. 

Secondly, check whether the handlebar is secured properly and  tightly. 

Thirdly, check the wheeös are secure but still able to roll without resistance. 

Finally, you can start riding the scooter after checking the above points and safety notices. 

 

USER GUIDE AND MAINTENANCE 

1) Please rotate the bearings  and wheels to see whether they are workable, and do 

some adjustments or add lubricant i fit`s needed after the first 2 week´s use. 

2) In general, it is suggested to disassemble and cleans the scooter every 6 months, 

and add  

3) If the front fork and wheel are not fixed tightly, you can sue a wrench to tighten 

the locking nut properly. Use firm pressure but avoid overlightening. 

4)   The PU wheels may be worn out after some time of use, please contact the seller 

to replace new PU wheels for a safe ride.  

5) The wheels and wheel bearings may become worn out after regular use and can be 

changed easily. Remove the axle bolts with two allen keys and slide the wheel off 

its fork. Replace new wheel or wheel bearings, screw in the bolt through aligned 

fork and wheel, and then tighten the bolt with two allen keys on each side of the 

wheels. Acquire the correct wheels or wheel bearings from the local dealer of this 

scooter. 

6)  Wipe with a damp cloth to remove dirt and dust. Do not use industrial cleaners or 

solvents as they may damage the surfaces. Do not use alcohol, alcohol-bases or 

ammonia-bases cleaners as they may damage or dissolve some components or 

soften the decal adhesive.  

7)  Make sure all components are assembled and secured sturdily before each use.  

8) Self-locking nuts and other self-locking fixings may lose their effectiveness over 

time. If any of these components are no longer functioning how they should I is 

strongly recommended that you discontinue use of the product and seek 

replacement parts from the dealer ofimporter of this product 

 


